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Leverage all your assets to win new business
Without a doubt, economic development is the single most important activity for our Georgia cities. It creates
jobs and generates prosperity. To spur
investment from the private sector,
electric cities must be good at leveraging all their assets, including competitively priced power. It is our job at
MEAG Power to be a partner in doing
just that.
In the coming decades, renewable
energy sources, particularly solar, will
no longer be a novelty. The Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean
Power Plan incentivizes renewable
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At year-end Bob will conclude a 17-year
tenure at MEAG Power’s helm. He was on
the engineering team at the power supplier’s infancy in the ‘70s and has led it
to a premier public power organization.

Bob Johnston
President & CEO

MEAG Power

munity system will provide a lower cost
per kilowatt hour than what can be
delivered by small individual systems.
The communities can realize renewable
energy with a more favorable unit cost.
The MEAG Power of the future will assist cities in exploring these options to
remain competitive as economic growth
drives the need for new resources.
Today, an important growth strategy
for MEAG Power and ECG communities
is our participation in Georgia Allies. It
keeps us at the table with Georgia’s
private sector, the state economic development efforts, and fellow utilities

55% emissions-free, surpassing the national average of 30%.

sources and creates disincentives for
coal plants. At some point in the future, the use of our coal assets will be
limited. The familiar pie chart that
once showed coal as a 26 percent
slice of our generation resources will
be divided primarily into natural gas,
nuclear and a combination of natural
gas/renewables.
As the resource mix evolves, there
will be new opportunities for MEAG
Power and our cities to develop economically-justified, community-based
solar facilities. A scaled-up multi-com-

that are instrumental in competing
around the world for business prospects.
It is always hard to measure which
strategy in the ED toolbox will attract
new business. What works with one
prospect may not work for the next and
often the sales cycle for locating a business is lengthy and circuitous. But I do
know a comprehensive economic development initiative, which always includes
reliable, competitively priced power, is
something each Georgia electric city
must aggressively do.

Your Online Presence Did you Hear About?
web content and social media

Georgia Academy training

Make sure you have the information on your website
that is important to your prospects. Area Development

“Some of the key moments of the Georgia Academy of
Economic Development program is when someone says

Magazine’s survey reports 10 things prospects will
examine before they make a call to you. They are:

‘Did I tell you about....,’” explains Corrine Thornton,
Office Director, Regional Community Services, Georgia

highway access
construction cost
available land
available building
available skilled labor

Department of Community Affairs.
Time and again it is the networking opportunities along

labor costs
right-to-work state
proximity to major markets
low cost energy
corporate tax rate

with top speakers that draw economic development professionals, city staff and elected officials to the training.
A popular presenter, Dr. Alfie Meek from Georgia Tech,

At least post easy-to-find and up-to-date information on
3 categories: property inventory, logistical access, and
workforce availability.
Matt Colvin, ECG

Social media offers opportunities to get people to
engage with you. ED professionals often start with
LinkedIn, then move to Twitter, YouTube, Facebook,
Instagram or Flickr.
Once you launch, its counterproductive to leave media
dormant for periods of time. Without timely attention,
experts suggest to stay focused on visually interesting
website content. If you are ready for social media, try to:
1. Balance “owned” content with lots of “earned content.”
Dry self-serving marketing messages have less
intrinsic value to readers than useful, entertaining,
or provocative posts.
2. Feature available sites and properties in a fresh way.
3. Tell stories of entrepreneurs, and successes. Our
brains are hard-wired to appreciate narratives.
4. Post pictures and videos. They draw far more
attention than text. Think visual.
5. Post facts and figures. Short posts with data insights
get attention. Think infographic.

focuses on the fiscal impact of economic development and
the tools to quantify the cost/benefit for your community.
This Academy trains approximately 600 community
leaders annually. Recent graduates include Georgia House
of Representative member Darlene Taylor of Thomasville
and Mayor of Hogansville, Bill Stankiewicz.
The fall 2015 sessions are underway and ECG cities
Newnan and Moultrie are host regions. The next four-session series is slated in spring 2016, beginning in February
in six Georgia communities.

Marketing Tool
GDEcD’s newest print tool, a 28-page
recruitment and relocation brochure,
highlights assets and resources. The
piece might be a good partner with
your local relocation story. Plus, it
is a great refresher for you and
your staff. View the virtual copy at
www.myvirtualpaper.com/doc/georgia-brochures.

Free College Training

workforce development strategies

“January 2016 is the next enrollment opportunity available to Georgians for free career training,” explains Niki Knox
Vanderslice, Executive Director of Business Development with Georgia’s Technical College System.
Through technical college certificate training, men and women can access a grant for the 25 percent of education
costs not paid for by the existing HOPE scholarship program. With HOPE dollars and the Strategic Industry Workforce
Development Grant (SIWDG) a tuition-free path to a new career is possible.
To be eligible, students must enroll in one of the 10 strategic industries identified by Governor Deal’s High Demand
Career Initiative.
computer technology
diesel equipment technology
commercial truck driving early childhood care

health science
practical nursing

movie production set design
certified engineer assistant

precision manufacturing
welding

The grant provides a flat award per semester based on the number of credit hours taken. For a student taking nine
credit hours or more, it is $500 per semester. Any money left over after paying tuition can be used for fees or books.
Tell those interested in the SIWDG to contact their local technical college to find out what eligible programs are offered
at that instutition. It is a unique opportunity for your communities to ready their workforces.
Workforce development for the film and movie industry supports an industry with a $6 billion economic impact in 2014.

Market Leader in Cartersville
family-owned business breaks new ground

Phoenix Air, Cartersville corporate citizen since 1985, launched a new division, Phoenix Air Unmanned LLC to serve
markets with low-altitude digital imagery. The latest project is with a major Hollywood studio filming in Atlanta.
“We not only are among a small number of Georgia companies who have met the FAA guidelines for commercial endeavors, we have the broadest authority among those certified in this fledgling industry,” explains Sr. VP Dent Thompson.
Phoenix Air is cleared for motion picture sets, aerial survey work including 3-D surveys, utility facility inspection, and
Department of Defense applications. Most businesses focus on a single market authorization.
On a 10-acre site in Bartow County, Phoenix Air trains its three-man crews. Each crew includes a fully licensed airline
pilot, a camera expert and an observer.
“The municipal airport and local government have been instrumental in our success,” notes Thompson.
Since 1985 Phoenix Air has provided air cargo transport from Ebola ambulatory services to defense projects. They
began with two planes and six employees and grew to 35 aircraft with 250 employees today.

The Center for Innovation for Aerospace featured Phoenix Air in a recent podcast on innovation in the unmanned vehicle industry.

Beaulieu International Group
Cartersville is attractive to international market leaders
as well as Georgia grown companies. Beaulieu International Group (BIG) chose Cartersville for its first manufacturing foray into the U.S.
Beaulieu will manufacture one product, a 16-foot-span
cushioned vinyl flooring. That product is currently produced in Belgium and shipped to the U.S. BIG could
eventually expand its product line at the site, but carpet
products are not a consideration. The facility opens in 2016.
The promise of $250 million investment and 350 jobs
helped Georgia win Area Development Magazine’s, Gold
Shovel Award for economic development achievement.
BIG is not to be confused with Beaulieu of America,
known for flooring, including carpet, a different line of
descendents from the Roger DeClerck dynasty.

Watch Next Issue
Bus Tour &
2016 ED Summit

More news on the April 2016
summit economic development summit
at Jekyll Island and the October
ECG Bus Tour next issue.

economic development

Locate

There are 21 communities
South Georgia
that comprise the economic
development marketing initiative of Locate South Georgia
(LSG). From Coffee County, west to the Alabama state
line, north to Sumter County and south to the counties on
the Florida line, the collaboration seeks to share resources
and leaverage exposure to attract growth.
LSG plans to host four events a year, two in Atlanta and
two elsewhere near or in the region. The recent Atlanta
program concluded with a presentation at the Georgia
Resource Center with utility partners and GDEcD project
managers. Four of the ECG communities showcased their
GRAD sites; Adel, Albany, Quitman and Sylvester.
New marketing events are slated in 2016.

Each year, retail companies spend approximately
$20 billion on energy, according to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration. Lighting can
rack up 40 percent of energy costs for retailers.
ECG staff may help your retailers look at energy
use. Leasing tip: For your retailers who lease space,
lighting modifications are easier to negotiate before a
lease is signed.

Big Box Retail Makeover

Camilla brings three retailers

“In a three-year process, we have turned the old Walmart in Camilla into a
national sporting goods retailer and a regional home improvement center,“
explains Paige Gilchrist, Executive Director of the Mitchell County Development Authority.
Highway 19 in Camilla is bustling these days with a new Walmart, restaurants,
car dealerships, and three new retailers. That is a good economic deal. Retail
supports one of four jobs in Georgia and is directly and indirectly responsible
for 18 percent of Georgia's gross domestic product, according to the Georgia
Retailers Association.
Camilla’s Hibbett Sporting Goods, Inc will occupy a 5,000 square foot rehab
of the former Walmart location. Marvin’s Building Materials will take the remaining 30,000 square feet with an additional attached lawn and garden and
lumberyard. Marvin’s was named the 2012 Entrepreneur of the Year by the
Lumber and Building Material Journal.
Taco Bell, in the former Popeye’s location, plans to be open in November.
“I have been looking at the area for some time now and we were fortunate to
find a great location that is highly traveled,” said franchisee owner, Nick Davis.
“Our economic development leaders worked together on bringing these
retailers to the community; we developed relationships and remained flexible
in the process. As we worked with these businesses, it became obvious that
we needed to become more of a participant in the development process. This
realization led to the adoption of a retail incentive program that is now available to new or existing businesses that are making significant investments in
the community,“ explains City Manager Bennett Adams.

Targeting the Right Retail for your Community
ECG Communities can strategically identify retail prospects by examining a
variety of market criteria and assessing "retail gaps" in the existing retail business roster. Retail gaps, or leakage voids, are a result of unmet local consumer
demand where local patrons are spending their dollars outside the local market largely due to the lack of retail supply. Retail gaps represent an opportunity for potential retail sales, and equally important, additional sales tax
revenue for local governments.
Darrin Gilliam, Marvin’s Building Materials CEO and Mitchell County local
leadership realized the potential in Camilla.
“Just as we’ve found in many of our new stores, feedback from the city indicates that we will capture a great deal of sales that are currently being served
outside of the city and county,” explains Gilliam.
ECG retail expert Mill Graves can assist you in identifying retail opportunities.

Fostering Georgia Growth

The Economic & Community
Development team is a liaison
between growing companies
and the ideal community that
can meet their needs.
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Product Watch
available land & buildings

Dalton/Whitfield County
Carbondale Business Center
• 3-120 acre sites available
• Build-to-Suit Lease or Contract
• Fits buildings up to 1,000,000 sq. ft.
• Design/Build Services
• Protective Covenants
• Direct Access to I-75
• GRAD certified site

Fairburn/Fulton County
Fairburn 85 Distribution Center
• 317,520 sq. ft.
• cross-dock warehouse
• ceiling height: 32’ minimum
• 82 dock doors
• 50 trailer parking spaces
• 114 auto parking spaces
• Intermodal: CSX Fairburn

ECG Selfie

City of West Point

The Biz of Art

what to do with abandoned space?

Meghan Duke, Director of Economic Development

Congratulations to Meghan who will be leading
the newly formed Economic Development Department at the city of West Point.
“I look forward to encouraging investment,
innovation, talent attraction and job growth,”
says Meghan.
Be the next selfie. Capture a plant manager
or staff and send to mholbrook@ecoga.org.

The city of Griffin is drawing attention to a historic vacant
structure this fall with an arts performance by gloAtl, a contemporary dance company. The project is co-funded by the Council
for the Arts. Not only is the event a tourism venue for Griffin, it
also engages the community in dialogue about the future of a
historic property that may be in peril. Khayes@cityofgriffin.com
can tell you more about the project.
The city of Thomasville was chosen as one of seven cities profiled
by the Georgia Municipal Association and the Council for the Arts
for adopting a local strategy for
engaging artists, entrepreneurs
and the creative community as
part of its economic development
initiative. The case study on each
city was presented at the Georgia
Municipal Association conference
this summer in Savannah.
Thirty 12’ x 15’ massive murals

grace exterior buildings in September for the art show Flaunt.

ECG
Economic & Community Development
75 Fifth Street NW
Suite 850
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

The Carnivore Pizza on the menu at the Fireside Pizza Shop in Douglas was named one of Georgia Tourism’s
“100 Plates Locals Love.”
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Proper Pepper
in Sandersville
• Batch maker Deana Tanner Bibb

• Sold in 20 retail operations
• View properpepper.com for locations
• Won 2015 Flavor of Georgia Contest
• Contact 478.232.4021

